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Crash, Bang, Wallop!
Crash barrier is commonly seen on the UK highways, providing valuable protection in the case of vehicle accidents.
But that’s not the only place to use it. Frequently this
product is used to protect buildings, lamp columns, walls
and seen here, bin stores. With 90 degree corners, radius
sections and fish tail ends, the ease of cutting beams to
suit site lengths, it’s a useful
method of protecting property
from vehicle and site traffic.
Posts can be bolt down or root
fixed, and can be extra high to
allow for double beams. Posts
can also be sprung steel bolt
down, giving the posts some flex
if they are hit. In the pictures
here it has been installed on a
new industrial site in Fareham.
Used on the edge of the access
way with added handrails to prevent pedestrian falls over the
retaining wall behind.

Contemporary Panels
Creating a more urban feel, these contemporary panels are a twist on the well used
palisade fencing. But despite their appealing style, the size of the horizontal
battens create an inherent weakness. As
they’ve gained in popularity we have
looked at the design and tweeked the size
of the battens, now making these a viable alternative for a modern garden
fence.

FI RE! FI RE!

Never Not Good!
Super versatile with three pale top choices, a wide
range of heights, endless colour options, antitamper fixings, additional anti-intruder toppings,
bolt down or root fixed posts, self-raking, easily
accommodates site dimensions, and gates to
match—what’s not to love about steel palisade
fencing! Where will you use yours?!

Compounds Abound!
Another compound installation, but using the also much
loved, welded mesh panel system! Another spoilt for choice
system, but maybe
that’s an article for
another day!

Emergency exits have long been a
mandatory part of building design not
just internally but externally too.
Emergency exits that dispel people
into an external space with locked inaccessible gates are unsafe. But unless
the gate is designed properly, putting
an emergency push pad on a gate could
mean compromising security. And the
same goes for using a keypad. All our
emergency exit gates are fabricated
with shrouds or mesh that prevent
intruders passing a limb through the
gate and operating the push pad or
keypad from the wrong side. Sound
obvious? Not every gate manufacturer
thinks of that—that’s why we like to
make our own gates!

Merry Christmas and a
Happy New Year to all our
customers
Here’s to a more normal
2021!

